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Non-political military take-over
Assails Model Parliament session
Amid shouts of revolt, "The
Republic of Fantasy'laind" was
declared here Wednesday night
by a bamid of irreguiams in a mili-
tary coup.
Araned with five foils awd an
air riffle, the band stormed the
parliament under cover of daink-
ness caused by an unexpected
"power failure" in the mezzanine.
The insurgents, claiming "no
political atfifiiliaitiionis except a con-
cern for the student body" sitated
that they had taken over the pow-
ers of model parliament by force
and' hereafter would oversee all
ibe areas which miodel pairliaimenit
had previously controlled.
In a speech read to the mem-
bers of the par'li anient, one of
the leaders of the force declared
wan- on the Virgin islands and
urged legislaitiion far public pot-
ins and puiblik teach-ins.
"The whole thing wais ridicu-
lous," said one of the irregulars
after the 'coup, "and it was de-
signed to be ridiculous to point
up the absurdities of the model
parliament it is today."
Coup was couped
"We had agreed in advance
that should any of the members
of parliament resort to physical
violence, we would leave without
a Struggle, and when violence
actually erupted, that's exactly
what we did. We leifit as quickly
as possible. In short, our coup
was couped."
Another member of the force
said, "You never saw anyone take
anything so ridiculous as model
parliament so seriously. They sat
in there spouting their trumped
up and grandiose ideas and ulti-
mately presented one solitary bill
that was pertinent to the student
body. This bill was presented by
the Liberals," he said, "and ail-
though it was a noble effort on
the part of the opposition, it was
obviously contrary to the Federal
and provincial jurisdiction."
"We created a forum for de-
bate," he said. "Good, trite de-
bate."
After the irregular force left
the hall, model parliament dis-
rupted into a long and heated
hassle on the possibilities of some
sort of punitive measures being
introduced to deal with the band.
This argument occupied a sizable
amount of the time left for de-
babe.Insurgents move in on members
Model Parliament gets off the ground
By oipitkig-out, the N.D.P.'s
have forced Model Pairliamient to
become something worthwhile.
B'Oith parties were forced to prove
that Model Parliament was aetu-
ailiy useful," commented Conser-
Wiii'Ve Baatfifylfliauighih'." '■'
On Wednesday a bill was
amended to include the creation
of a new cabineit post directly
related to student interests. To
allow for more efficient debate it
was suggested tihait specific topics
could be chosen (by both parties)
before Partiaimemt commences. It
was also suggested there be two
sessions of pairtiaimemt per yean-.
The most heated discussions of
itfoe Wednesday evening session
were based on the government
iaiot respecting Housing and Ur-
ban affairs presented by the
Prime Minister Robert Morrow
tin the absence of Miss Lauren
Marshall, minister of Urban af-
fairs and Housing.
Mr. Ed. Aunger, a Liberal,
challenged the statistics present-
ed in the preamble. "According
to Central Mortgage and Housing
Report, 1%6, the average new
bouse sold for $18,277," be said
adding that the figure of $24,000
stated in the bill was probably
■that of Toronto.
Mr. Morrow recognized the
paints brought up by the opposi-
tion, saying that his figures were
probably not fully updated.
Most of the discussion was cen-
tered on a clause stating "that
housing be independent of govern-
ment fiscal and monetary policy,"
which Mr. Morrow deleted to ex-
pediate discussion and to avoid
further confusion.
The modified bill called for
industrialized mass-p reduced
housing, the planning of satellite
cities near metropolitan areas and
long term, low interest loans for
itlhe use of low income families
to buy their own home.
-The government's main concern
was that of national unity, and it
requested thaii. a constitutional
seminar be held early in 1968
to discuss this matter.
The government them proposed
that the Yukon and Northwest
'.!'••; ; ':■;; ies receive provincial sta-
tus. Mr. Vaniey opposition leader
termed this "useless" and stated
that there are not enough people
in these regions for this proposal
■to be acceptable.
* Mr, . Doug .De«^..Minister oLJustice, proposed the divorce re-
form bill. It called for uniform,
grounds througho'iut Canada, in-
cluding cruelty, desertion, wilful
non-coniS'Uim.maitioin of. the mar-
riage, bigamy and wilful non-
support. The bill also called for
marriage breakdown where ill-
ness criminality and imprison-
ment, alcohol and drug addiction,
disappearance or separation to be
granted as grounds for divorce.
The Waiter Resources Bill, pas-
sed after a short discussion, pro-
posed that the federal govern-
ment "share in arrangements
with provincial and municipal
governments in improving munici-
pal sewage systems." The bill
aiso provided federal grambs for
an extensive research programme
regarding pollution in all water
ways.
Mr. Allan Locke, Minister of
Health and Welfare, introduced
a bill regarding Medical Main-
power, stating thai a committee
made up of "high ranking gen-
eral practitioners" be established
to ("consider the important prob-
lems of practitioners in all parts
of Canada." The committee would
also investigate migration of doc-
tors from the country.
Mir. Van-ley presented an act
for the regulation of Consumer
Credit. The bill, which was pas>-
sed, established a central direc-
tory to register all firms extend-
ing consumer credit. It requires
these firms to furnish the pur-
chaser a written statement list-
ing the cash price, trade in,
down payment, total amount to
be financed, total financing char-
ges, time and amount of pay-
ments and action 'that will be
taken if payments are delayed,
lit also stated that higher pur-
chase contracts could be cancel-
led within forty-eight hours of
signing.
Model Parliament closed with
a private members bill endorsing
the policy of the Students' Coun-
cil in regards to alcohol on cam-
pus.
s Photo by Glandfield
The Liberals and the P.C.s had to go it alone this year in Model Parliament.
The New Democratic Party did not contest the election. The absence of the
usual left-wing- coterie produced a more productive, if less exciting session.
President's statement clarified
Taylor accepts nomination
by Barry Betts
Dr. Neate Taylor, department
head for the Romance Languages
has accepted a nominaition for
the presidency of WLU.
In answer to a vague statement
issued earlier this week to facul-
ty members by acting President
Endress, Dr. Taylor told the
CORD Thursday, "I'd like to de-
clare thai I was duly nominated
as pen- the constitution. In fact,
more than one person nominated
me. It was indeed a multiple no-
mination."
Following this* decision to al-
low his nomination to stand, Tay-
lor immediately tendered his re-
signaiion from the presidential
selection committee to Board of
Goverinors Chairman, Harry Greib.
"I was trying to avoid an ob-
vious conflict of interests," Tay-
lor said.
Dr. Eodress' written statement
which appeared as a faculty no-
tice earlier this week reads as
follows: "Dr. N. H. Taylor has
declared .himself a candidate loa-
the presidency of the university
and has therefore withdrawn as
one of the three faculty members
on the selection committee."
In denying the acting presi-
dent's announcement with its im-
plication that Taylor had in fact
nominated himself as a candidate,
Taylor pointed out, "I'm not in-
terested in embarrassing anyone
over this. I did however have to
make my position clear."
Dr. Hugh MacLean. Chairman
of the Classics Department, willtake over Dr. Taylor's old post
on the selection com-miilitce it
was later announced.
Theological radicalism flops
Theological radicalism made a
characteristically weak attempt
to raise its relevant head at
WLU's chapel last week.
During the singing of a pre-
arranged opening hymn, two stu-
dents strode to the front of the
auditorium, and ordered the con-
gregation to stop singing.
The two students, Janet Caw-
ley, and David Watson, hurled
a series of staccato questions at
the non-plussed assembly.
"Are you s pposed to be uni-
versity students?
"Had you any idea of what
you were singing?
"Are you trying to shut out
the realities of the world by
attending chapel?"
Encouraged by the bovine re-
action of the audience, the of-
fending hymn was labelled
"trash".
The hymn in part said:
Thou, by heavenly liosts
adored,
Gracious, mighty, soverign
Lord,
God of nations, King of King,
Head of all created things,
By the Church with joy
confessed
God o'er all for ever blesi;
Pleading at thy throne we
stand
Save thy people, bless our
land.
When several students voiced
their disagreement with Miss
Cawley's statements, she respond-
ed that "all hymns written after
the seventeenth and until the
twentieth century, if judged ar-
tistically, were trash."
After inviting those interested
to assemble in the Torque Room
to plan Thursday's and Friday's
student chapels, a closing hymn
was announced, described as
meaningful.
The hymn contained the inter-
esting thoughts that "Time makes
ancient good uncouth," and "be-
hind the dim unknown, Standeth
God within the shadow."
Having thus disposed of the
Deity, the students were able
to sing "contemporary hymns"
during the week's final two cha-
pels. Gord Lightfoot (The times,
they are a-changin') was the
hyrnnologist on Thursday, while
the Byrds (Turn, turn, turn)
blessed the Friday service.
There was no announcement as
to when the next "religious hap-
pening" would take place.
Photo by Vair
The Girls
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HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY
and
Henry Morgan & Co. Limited
will have a representative on campus to
discuss management career opportunities
in retail merchandising on
Wednesday & Thursday
November 29 & 30
Male graduates in Arts and Commerce are
preferred.
Please see your Student Placement Office to make
an appointment for an interview.
STUDENTS...
SAVE 10 °/o on any purchase
Free Lifetime Insurance on all Diamonds
for girls with engaging ideas
Model No. TR123150 $150.00
trom the
"Diamond Treasure" Collection
Come in and see our engag-
ing fashions. Styles as modern
as tomorrow.
created by
COLUMBIA
Diamond Rings
others from $100. to $10,000.
OPEN A STUDENT CHARGE ACCOUNT!
WALTERS CREDIT JEWELLERS
Limited
151 King St. W. Kitchener
Phone 744-4444
Stores in Gait. Guelph, St. Catharines, Brantford
and Kitchener
'■'■
NO DATES??
For the finest hair styling
in the Twin Cities
VISIT
ADAM & LIVIO
109 Erb St. W.
(opp. Canada Barrel)
SPECIAL RATES FOR
STUDENTS
3 hair stylists to serve you
Adam, Eddie & Ted
SWAN CLEANERS LTD
SHIRT LAUNDERERS
Corner King and University
10% Student Discount
... the nearest cleaners to the University
ANNUAL PAPERBACK SALE
20% OFF
Bigger Than Ever Savings on
- EXTRA READINGS
- REFERENCE
20% - research 20%
- FICTION
- Etc.
THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Wed., Nov. 22 - Sat., Nov. 25th
Fred Nichols appointed new dean of students
Fred L. Nichols has been ap-
pointed Dean of Students.
The appointment was made by
the Executive Committee of the
Board of Governors at a meeting
held Monday night.
Moments after the resignation
of Dr. Fred Speekeen was ac-
cepted, Mr. Nichols was appoint-
ed to office.
"We had to act fast," said Act-
ing President Harry Endress. "In
fairness to the students, there
has to be somebody in that posi-
tion when the Booz, Allen Hamil-
ton report comes out."
Mr. Nichols will continue in
his present position as Director
ol Student Activities.
He said "my interest when I
first came here was Student Un-
ions and student activities." I
don't want to lose that interest."
He felt that he was prepared
for his new position because he
had worked closely with Dr.
Speckeen in the past.
"I've always liked to think of
myself as assistant to Dean Spec-
keen."
He said that he did not fore-
see any immediate changes in
policy, although he indicated that
the administration is currently
drawing up a new job descrip-
tion for his position.
Dr. Endress said that although
the decision was made quickly, it
was made with the students in
mind.
"Mr. Nichols has a fine rapport
with the students and they with
him. We thought this is what
everybody would want," he said.
This still leaves vacant the po-
sition of Vice-President: Educa-
tional Services, which Dr. Spec-
keen held in conjunction with
his position as Dean of Students.
Apparently, the Executive Com-
mittee of the Board has already
appointed someone to this post,
but will not say who it is.
Dr. Endress stated that "a bas-
ic decision was made by the
Executive regarding the vice-
president, but no further infor-
mation can be given until the
individual involved has an op-
portunity to deal with his cur-
rent relationship."
He said that the announce-
ment would be made public "as
soon as the person who was nam-
ed is able to work out his af-
fairs."
When asked to comment oh
these new appointments, Rob
Brown, first vice-president of
Students' Council, said that he
was very surprised that both of
Dr. Speckeen's positions as Dean
of Students and Vice-President
had already been filled.
"The suddenness of tfie whole
operation baffles me," he said.
"The fact that Dr. Speckeen
was replaced so quickly, while
it is administratively efficient,
appears quite contrary to the pre-
sent policy of administrative op-
enness that has recently devel-
oped."
"Perhaps," Mr. Brown added
jokingly, "if we, the students,
had known about this sooner, we
might have been able to help
pick the new Dean and Vice-
President, just as we have been
graciously invited to help in the
selection of the President of
WLU."
Speckeen resigns
Dr. Frederick J. Speckeen,
Dean of Students and Vice-Presi-
dent: Educational Services, has
resigned.
His resignation, effective Dec.
15, was confirmed Monday night
at a special meeting of the Ex-
ecutive Committee of the Board
of Governors.
The move came as a complete
surprise to faculty members, who
were informed at a closed meet-
ing Tuesday night.
In a special interview, Dr.
Speckeen announced that he
would be leaving next month to
take the position of Consultant
for Planning and Development
of the University of the Ba-
hamas.
He will be joining former
WLU President William J. Vil-
laume, who, since his resigna-
tion last May, has been investi-
gating the possibilty of setting
up another Lutheran-run univers-
ity in the Bahamas.
Dr. Speckeen said that he
would be leaving oh December
Ist, although his resignation
would not become official until
the 15th. "I have a few holidays
coming up and I might as well
use them," he said.
"The University of the Ba-
hamas is a brand new institu-
tion, and it will present some
new challenges and new situa-
tions for me."
Dr. Speckeen's resignation is
the fourth to be accepted from
top-ranking administrative of-
ficials within the last six months.
Last May, Dr. Villaume's re-
signation was closely followed
by those of Arlette Pederson,
his executive assistant, and Dr.
Lloyd H. Sohauis, former Dean
of Arts and Science.
These three resignations oc-
curred shortly after the release
of the preliminary report of the
management consultant's firm of
Booz, Allan and Hamilton.
Dean Speckeen denies, how-
ever, that his resignation is in
any way connected with the con-
sultant's report or with the other
resignations.
He said, "There have been no
conflicts, no conflicts whatsoev-
er with the administration.
"This separation has been made
entirely with good grace on both
sides and I shall miss the cam-
pus very much."
Fairweather advocates reform
by Lynn Smith
"Pairiiameinit should be antici-
paring and mot reacting,"
Gordon Fairwieaitcheir a>t the Model
Pariiamientt dimmer and seminar
Monday.
Mr. Faiiweailiheir is the Conser-
vative MP for the riding of Royal
in New Brunswick and is best
known as the broadcasting critic.
"It is time to turn outward
again ... It seems unusual '(hat
a century that can have Expo
does not house its Indians and
Eskimos, a courotry that has in-
tegrated its armed forces cannot
feed its poor and aging, and a
country that can show the fiftieth
awniveTS'ary celebrations of the
Ruissaain Revohulion on television
via saitelilite does not have a bet-
ter educational TV. The birthday
painty is oven-."
Mi-. Fairweather proposedsoune definite changes.He is personaiMy opposed tocapital punishment. On social is-
sues such as this, divorce and
family pJanniinig, he feels that
criticism is individual and that
e&>ch meimher of the House should
be able to vote freely.
He would like to see strategic
areas such as tihe Panama and
Suez Canals, Jerusalem and the
northern Arctic internationalized.
It is up to the government of
Canada to help establish this, Mr.
Fairwealiher feels.
"The allocation of time to de-
bate individual bills is a roust for
Parliament too function efficient-
ly."
Mr. FaiTwe-aither cited the flag
debate. "The time spent on it
was ridiculous and harmful to
the preservation of the institution.
It is the principle of each bill
which should be defeated, not for-
mat."
He feels that an MP's job is
full-time becansie there will al-
ways be a surplus of business to
consider. Putting a time limit on
each bill before it is introduced
would help Par'Uamenit to get
through as much material as
possible.
Mr. Fairweather then went on
to comimeivt ahout the various
house coimmittees.
"These committees should be
staffed by experts to be meaning-
ful.' If careful analysis is to take
place, then research assistance is
important."
He also felt that cross-bench
committees should be set up.
Parliament. Mr. Fairwea'thor
feels, would "bore the audience
stiff." He is, therefore in favour
of editing the proceedings for
television.
"After all, it is done every day
by newspapers. There is no rea-
son why it shouldn't be done by
TV."
His final recommendation was
regarding the secrecy of inter-
governimerutal reports.
"The people pay for these re-
ports, yet they cannot see them.
There is no reason why reports
which do not involve the security
of the state should not be open
to toe public."
This "gold-fish-howl principle"
is presently used by the Swedish
government.
George Hangar, of the depart-
ment of political science, wanted
to know why Parliament hasn't
been able to act on these things
when everyone agrees.
Mr. Fairweaither gave three
reasons. "Parliament gets bog-
ged down on peitty things, not
basic issues," he said.
"Secondly, there is resistance
in Parliament for change, and
finally, the translation of an idea
into action is very frustrating."
Mr. Faik'weaither later held an
inforinal discussion group at the
house of one of the students. Ap-
proximately twenty-five people
attended.
Photo by Vair
Gordon Fairweather
WHERE DO YOU LIVE?
Why Do I Want to Know?
A beautiful girl was trying to invite you to a candle-
light dinner, SORRY I didn't have your address so gave
her another pOione ruuirr.lber I did have.
Last week your Mother brought a beautiful Birthday
Cake, w§ couldn't find you so I had to eat it.
A Professor wanted to cali off an 8 a.m. exann, too bad
yoU got out of bed early unnecessarily.
Your best friend was passing through town amd wanted
to see you, he'll be back in three months.
Received word that you hiave won a lottery, sorry, you
had to reply within 24 hours.
You have your Fathers car keys in your pocket, he is
tired of walking and you haven't yet discovered that
you have them.
There are also family emergencies of all kinds.
Please take two minutes out of your busy 'Schedule to
fill out a card with your local address and phone num-
ber, either at my office ICS Arts Building or at the
reception desk in the main lobby of the Arts building.
This has been a public service announcement, not a
paid political broadcast.
(Mrs.) Margaret Lippert
Housing Office
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HAVE FUN-BE IN FASHION TOO
WITH
)l»n '- rtmt Glenayr
';•■ jjpl s*# Walk into fashion in tins ex-
citing new machine-washable
' 1.1 English Botany full-fashionedJ%, I 1 raglan shoulder pullover .. .fjljft**- ' I \ with dome fastenings at neck
Wf '■ J|| HH front, roll collar, new Con-
\ & <*S& tinental band and cuffs.
\fr \ To complete thepretty picture.lX k team it with this pure wool
\||l | worsted skirt, woven from
lS*v /W& superfine English Botany. It is!r* / J fully-lined,dry-cleanable. andllllllf§f|j| dyed-to-perfectly-matcii
L«« | J all bright new Kitten sweater
S 645/690 \ / PURE VIR6IN WOOL
\ / Look for the\ I Woolmark on the label
Witbout this label fr '/&&£, jft '*i 8 not * genuine KITTEN.
It was nice...
Well, it was nice while it lasted.
It was nice that we were in a "new era", to use Dr.
Endress's term.
It was nice that the administration recognized the
concern of the student and his desire to take an active
part in shaping his own education.
It was nice that we were given a seat on the commit-
tee to select the new president.
But we're beginning to think that was all it was —a nice gesture.
For a while, it looked like the administration really-
cared, or maybe that they had decided to give us a
chance to care.
But now, we wonder.
Dean Speckeen's resignation came as a shock, and
a blow to all of us, and we will all regret his leaving.
But far more shocking was the announcement that
both of his positions as Dean of Students and Vice-Presi-
dent; Educational Services had already been filled.
Now, don't get us wrong.
We've got nothing against Fred Nichols, or even for
that matter, against the mysterious Mr. X who appears
to have been already appointed the new Vice-President.
What we don't like is the way these appointments
were made.
The ink had hardly had time to dry on Dean Specke-
en's resignation before the Executive Committee of the
Board of Governors, at a special meeting, closed of
course, had already decided on his replacements.
Dr. Endress defended the hastiness of the appoint-
ments by saying that it was done in all fairness to the
students.. We fail to see his point.
What we do see is that a handful of men, none of
whom is a full-time member of the academic community,
and none of whom is in direct contact with students, has
chosen the two men who are most directly involved in
student affairs.
Dr. Endress said that Mr. Nichols was chosen Dean
of Students because of his past successes in dealing with
students. He said "we thought this is what everybody
would want."
If he, and the Executive Committee of the Board,
were really concerned with what everybody wanted,
why on earth didn't they ask us? Surely the selection
of the Dean of Students is just as important to the
students as the selection of the new president.
No one seems to be worried about taking months to
select the new president. Why all the rush to replace
Dr. Speckeen? ,
If we were truly in a "new era", it would seem that
the administration would not so blatantly have ignored
the right of the students to have their views concerning
these appointments heard.
It is yet too early to tell whether the invitation to
participate in the selection of the new president was
merely a token gesture designed to pacify the student
body.
But it's entirely possible that the administration
thought that the granting of this one concession would
quell the unrest that has been brewing among student
activists, and forever banish all thoughts of that dread-
ed menace -- student power.
If that's what they thought, — they were wrong.
We will not be satisfied with being allowed to get
one baby toe in the door.
We will not be satisfied until the door is completely
opened and we are accepted as full members of the
academic community.
And until that happens, we will continue to fight for
our rights.
In the next few months, there will be ample opport-
unity to find out to what extent the administration is
willing to recognize the rights of students.
We are still awaiting a definite reply on the Students'
Council request to participate in the discussions arising
out of the report of the management consultants' firm.
There is currently a petition circulating, among the
students advocating student representation on the Board
of Governors.
Students will be demanding a voice in the operation
of the Senate.
Students will be demanding the right to join with
faculty members in determining curricula and course
requirements. CUS has already taken a step in this direc-
tion with the implementation of the course evaluation
study.
Most important, students will be demanding that the
present policy of secrecy at the Board of Governors,
Senate and faculty levels be completely abolished.
Whether or not we are really in a new era will be
determined by the way these demands are treated.
For the time being, we will reserve judgment.
But we don't intend to wait much longer.
forum
The CORD welcomes letters
from students, faculty and mem-
bers of the Administration, but
please remember these things.
All letters must include your
name address, faculty and year
or position. Anonymous letters
will not be accepted, but we will
print a pseudonym if you have
a good reason. The editors re-
serve the right to shorten lengthy
letters. Letters should be typed,
if possible, and submitted to the
CORD office no later than Mon-
day afternoon.
Bah - humbug
To the Editor:
As for the choice of Mr. Lasky
as the representative of all WLU
students to sit on the President
Selection Committee, I can only
say that he is certain to see eye
to eye with the cobbler.
Just another Puppy to be Hush-
ed.
Vie Slater
Nygren
Revisited
To the Editor:
Mr. Vande'rejst's letter to the
editor last week only proved him
to be what I indirectly told him
he was — an arrogant fool, cap-
able only of the adolescent "sour
grapes" he so ridiculously pre-
sented.
Eric Nygren.
Another chapter
in the syndrome
To the Editor
Jean-Pierre Hailet's lecture
adds another chapter to WLU's
student apathy-activist — "com-
munity of scholars" — cultural
amd social aiffairs — CUS — CUSO
— hypocrisy — student power —representation — etc. — etc."syndrome."
I think it does for at least
three reasons. But first, a per-
sonal evaluation of the lecture.
Hallet didn't seem to disturb
those present very much. But he
disturbed me.
Between his outbursts of praise
for the Masai and Pygmy tribes,
and his fervent suggestion to the
audience to read his published
words, he advocated an increased
effort to understand and main-
tain the values of tribalism and
a corresponding decrease in ef-
fort to create African nation-
states.
Somehow, he tried to convince
the audience that a type of se-
cular "Scbweitzerism" (Dr. Al-
bert Schweitzer's approach)
would promote an African socie-
ty—a non-nationalistic, individ-
ualistic, trillsi-rotted one — full
of the natural and beautiful com-
municative values found especial-
ly in the natives' family struc-
ture and its closeness to nature.
Very difficult to understand if
you were or weren't there. But
easier to criticize if you were.
The content of Hailet's "lec-
ture has a direct bearing on
those aforementioned factors of
our local "syndrome."
Despite the ■rumored incanta-
tions of the Sociology department
and Dr. Whitney's optimistic
theoretical space-relations pre-
diction (one student per seat) the
attendance was poor.
But what surprised me most
was the absence of the coloured
foreign-exchange students, the
ones supposedly learning and
training for some sort of result
jn their native African countries.
I aim not sure whether they think
this "result" would be a la
"Schweitzerism" or a la "nation-
state-ism."
Here was a man qualitativeily
questioning their purpose for be-
ing at WLU — and they did not
show up.
I respectfully ask why they
weren't there. Perhaps they were
smart and stayed home, but I
think they should have at least
allowed themselves the opportun-
ity to support, oppose or modify
Hailet's views in public, especial-
ly since there was a question
period allowed.
Secondly, Hailet's views could
force one to re-evaluate the local
Lutheran CUSO complex regard-
ing foreign - student training —secular or sacerdotal. What has
CUSO to say, especially in the
wake of their recent campus
campaign?
Thirdly, due to the poor attend-
ance, Dr. Whitney's active cultur-
al affairs committee could be
forced to re-evaluate its own use-
fulness — student representation
or not — before or after Novem-
ber 24 when the next speaker
comes to WLU.
"Schwarz-night" at WLU may
or may not be a "black" occasion.
(German pun intended.) I hope
it isn't.
But if it is, the "Syndrome"
will add an impressive dimen-
sion. From the jungle forests of
Africa to Schwann's New York
newsdesk, WLU shall be known
as the university of the cultural
"Schwarzwaldlsmus" factor —
full of complacent cuckoos.
P.'Hertel.
Apathy causes
everything
To the Editor:
So "apathy" has been equated
with "bypoeracy," as Mr. J. K.
Harrison so astutely pointed out
In his letter of Friday, Novem-
ber 10. This statement, Mr. Har-
rison, has stirred me from my
apathetic position of avoiding
emotional involvement in most
of the"bunk that spills out of
mouthy student "kids".
I caution you, Mr. Harrison, as
well as all those who feel com-
fortable about their apathetic
nature. One day you will wake
up out of your docile state and
realize that most of the things
you really didn't want any way
but it didn't matter have became
firmly entrenched all around
you.
Apathy results in a government
working against you rather than
for you, in public ownership of
commerce and industry, in half-
value for your tax dollar, in dis-
unity, bickering and misrepre-
sentation in our political institu-
tions; and closer to home, in
poorly oriented municipal and
provincial planning, in archaic
educational measures, and even
closer, in rebellious children, in
dissatisfied mates, in houses and
not in homes, in atheism, and
finally in death from inactivity.
These and many, many more
are examples of what you and
too many others advocate, Mr.
Harrison. If you don't have the
back-bone, the initiative, the
self-confidence to stand up and
let- yourself be counted for as
well as against issues, ideas and
ins'titutioms, then, may I quite
hypocritically say, shoot your-
self now, and avoid future disap-
pointment.
Dale Smith,
General Arts 111.
Apathy not
justifiable
To the Editor
In the midst of Mr. Harrison's
militant stand for apathy (Cord-
Forum Nov. 10) I feel I have de-
tected a contradiction. If he feels
that apathy is the only sane
route, how can he logically justi-
fy writing such a letter? Had he
been apathetic he would have
ignored the question. Therefore
we can assume that something
more is involved. He seems to
feel that apathy is justified where
hypocrisy is the only alternative.
This is the only part of his let-
ter with which I can agree. I
am, however, curious as to what
he considers to be hypocrisy and
furthermore wonder whether a
situation exists in which hypo-
crisy is the only other choice.
Mr. Harrison, you are not ask-
ed to wave a flag or carry a
placard but only to consider some
of the immediate problems of the
world around you. How you can
dare to compare the Queen con-
test to the Viet Nam situation is
far beyond me. The former is a
matter of personal taste while
the latter is a basic moral issue
for anyone wishing to include
himself in the human race. Ap-
athy in the face of moral issues
is inexcusable. It is far more de-
spicable to ignore such questions
than it is to consider them and
remain underided.
The problem as stated above
carries with it a corollary which
cannot be ignored. Are we being
prepared and conditioned by our
environment to be apathetic or
to face the moral issues of our
world? Anyone who is "too
busy", as Mr. Harrison puts it, to
question the fact that many
people around him are dying for
an idea, certainly is not prepared
to deal with his own future.
I am reminded of the news
story of a young woman stabbed
to death on a street in Buffalo.
Numerous people heard her
screams but, like Mr. Harrison,
preferred not to get involved . . .
Paul Mdiseneac
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U.S. army infiltrates Washington marchers
by Bill Hobbs,
Washington Free Press,
LIBERATION News Service,
Special to Caoadliam University
Press
WASHINGTON (CUP-LNS) —Teams of U.S. Army "infiltra-
tors," dressed like hippies, were
spread through the crowd of de-
monstrators during the amiti-war
demonstration at toe Pentagon
October 21.
"There were more men infilt-
rated by us into the crowd at
this demonstration, than ait amy
event I can remember. Our infilt-
rators were toe worst looking
ones out there," Col. George
Creel, Assistant Chief of the Ar-
my's public information office,
told a George Washington Univer-
sity public relations class last
week.
Exactly what irole the "infilt-
rators" played during the demon-
stration was left urn-Clear by the
Colonel, who began clamming up
when asked for more information
by students.
"They were in radio contact
with each other and with the
Army operations center in the
Pentagon," he said, and they
acted in disciplined units, "with
certain people designated to make
decisionis."
"How many infiltrators were
there?" a student asked.
"Enough," said the Colonel.
Would the Colonel give tois in-
foimaitionto toe press? "Weil, it's
not toe kind of story we push. I
say this in a certain academic
licence." (No one asked him what
he meant by "academic licence;"
apparently it means you can say
things you wouldn't say to real
people.)
One wonders how many TV ca.
meramen, eager to find their per-
fect stereotype of hippie demon-
strator, spent their time filming
no one but the "worst looking ones
there," which Col. Creel and the
Army public relations machine
had conveniently supplied.
What role did toe Army infilt-
rators among the demonstrators
play in the "violence of the de-
monsitiratons" against the troops?
One does not have to be paranoid
to imagine that the role was a
large one.
About a month ago the Army
staged a mock "riot" at Fort
Belvoir, Va. to provide training
for its troops, since more and
more of them are "expected to see
duty in American cities as the
Great Society comes apart at
the seams.
As reported on television (NBC)
this "mock riot" included squads
of troops dressed like the Army
toiinfcs rioters dress (complete
with beards and signs pirockaim-
ing toe virtues of acid), and be-
having like the Arsrny thinks riot-
ers behave (charging the troops,
grabbing their rifles, etc.).
Many of the same troops used
as mock rioters at Ft. Belvoir
last month were probably used
as "infiltrators" at toe Pentagon
last week. They were nearby, al-
ready had toe beards, and suppos-
edly knew how to behave like a
demonstrator at a "riot", which
is what the Army expected the
October 21 demonstration to be.
(Col. Creel still expected it to
be a riot a week after it was all
over. He kept referring to it as
"the Pentagon riot" until one stu-
dent called him on it, when he
admitted almost wistfully that it
was only a demonstration.)
Thus the U.S. Army put teams
of "toe worst looking ones out
there" into the crowd of demon-
strators after telling them to be-
have like demonstrators at what
the Army and the mass media
all expected to be a riot.
Is it odd to assume that some
of them followed orders?
This is perhaps too sinister a
thought for people who still want
to believe that our military com-
manders are really good fellows
who make little mistakes occas-
ionally.
But if the Pentagon can send
500,000 troops and millions of tons
of bombs down on a small Asian
country in the name of peace,
why should it hesitate to send a
few riot-starters into its own
parking lots in the name of crowd
control?
Were toe "demonstrators" the
Pentagon said were tear-gassing
themselves really "demonstra-
tors" or "infiltrators?"
Were toe soldiers who suppos-
edly defected from the line of
troops just guys who suddenly re-
membered that they had received
a different duty assignment that
day?
Was toe white guy waving the
"No Vienanieise Ever Called Me
Nigger" sign really an infiltrator
counting demonstrators and pay-
ing no attention to what sign lie
had picked up?
Was the whole October 21 de-
monstration really a spectacular
side-show staged by the U.S. Ar«
my with technical assistance from
Daryl F. Zanuck for the benefit
of the Washington Post and NBC-
TV?
Only Col. Creel knows for sure,
and he isn't talking because it
has been rumoiured that he is
really a crazy pot-bead demon-
strator whom the peace creeps
have infiltratedinto the Pentagon,
The Bitter End
by Ol' Koot
There is not one person among us who is not guilty
of condoning the murder of innocent people. A lawyer
in the United States once said that of all the murder
cases he had handled, perhaps one in twenty people
that were executed were innocent. If one in two thou-
sand are innocent we still carry their blood on our hands.
Capital punishment is immoral most certainly in this
sense, and if immorality can be justified, the justifica-
tion is only revenge. It seems to be the symptom of
an insecure if not sick society that it insists on such
a primitive practice.
The only possible argument that can be presented
after revenge is that capital punishment is a deterrent
to anyone who would commit an act that we feel is
deserving of death. Not only has this argument been
proved absolutely invalid in the countries that have abo-
lished capital punishment it is not even used for the
effect that it is supposed to achieve. Executions are not
public. They are held in private with the same witnesses
almost always used to attest to the carrying out of this
letter of the law, this will of the people. It is your will
that sends innocent and guilty men up the steps of the
gallows to have their necks broken.
It is strange how we would recoil at the sight of a
murder happening on the street, and yet have no more
reaction than a casual remark to the knowledge that we
have stood by and let that one man in twenty die.
What if it was you? What if it was someone you
knew? It's so wonderful to have a paid executioner who
will perform his duty away from our too tender sensibi-
lity. If you believe in revenge and preventative murder
then you should be prepared to hang both a guilty and
an innocent person yourself. The Nazis used such a
system. So you hang a few innocent people with the
guilty ones, it will all keep order among the rabble.
Why isn't it compulsary to have to attend an execu-
tion when a person comes of age if we are going to live
by this premise? Any person is capable of murder. We
all say that by our personal acceptance of capital punish-
ment. If it is going to deter as many people as possible
from such crimes then it should be publicised as effec-
tively as it can. Its great privacy is perhaps an indica-
tion of the shame that it really makes of our legal ethic.
I once read a fine account of an electrocution that is
typical of those used for capital crimes in the United
States. Among the more interesting occurances were
details of things such as the way a person's eyes turn
black and then run over with body fluids, the way
muscle convulsions take over a body as current is passed
through for more than a moment often more than once.
Sometimes it is over an hour before the body stops
thrashing and is taken out for it's final destination of
an unmarked grave.
Pretty isn't it? But that's really beside the point.
Human"lives are being taken with the legal sanction of
every person in our society. It is your sanction and
mine.
There are a good many unjust laws acted upon in
the name of the "people" but there is no other that can
be compared to this as a perversion of everything that
we believe to be ethical and human. This one law de-
serves of us only the greatest indignation, the greatest
sense of shame, and a firm disgust at being grouped in
a concept that says that man can only survive within
an ethic of revenge.
If someone is dangerous to the lives of others, then
he should be put where he can do no one any harm,
until he is normal enough to live again in society. Is a
few years in a mental hospital or a prison an unfit
punishment for rape and murder? And who are we to
judge so finally as to demand a life in return? Revenge
is a horrible mistake and perversion of human nature
that we all make, to make one man pay.for an equally
perverted "mistake. There is one thing about taking a
man's life, it is final and allows for no mistake or for-
giveness.
Waterloo students protest
Dow Chemical interviews
WATERLOO (CUP) — A
group of 26 University of Wa-
terloo students last week pro-
tested job recruiting by com-
panies who are selling war ma-
terials to the U. S. for possible
use in Viet Nam.
Students from the newly-form-
ed Students for a Democratic
University (SDU) and some pro-
fessors started their protest by
marching from the arts theatre
to the arts library.
The companies were scheduled
to hold job interviews for co-op-
erative program students on the
library's sixth floor.
Under Waterloo's co-op pro-
gram students, mainly in the
sciences and engineering, study
one term and work the next in
a study-related industry.
At first the protestors were to
hold a sit-in on the sixth floor,
but campus police locked access
doors and allowed only staff, ad-
ministration officials and students
with appointments to enter.
So the protestors marched
around the door, quietly carry-
ing their placards.
As people entered, the stu-
dents handed out leaflets describ-
ing their reasons for the protest
and citing facts to prove their be-
liefs.
The protests were centred on
Dow Chemical company and its
production of napalm as well as
several other companies which
interview students for jobs dur-
ing their work terms.
As the protest started around
8:30 a.m. groups of co-op stu-
dents gathered and started heck-
ling. The protestors ignored the
taunts and continued handing out
their leaflets and displaying
their signs. Some snowballs were
tossed at the protestors but this
soon ceased. Instead the co-opers
concentrated on an anti-protest.
Large blackboard size posters
appeared supporting the right of
any company to come out to the
campus to interview students.
Other co-op signs said, "We like
Dow" and "Don't let a minority
misrepresent our views".
Leaflets passed out by the SDU
group listed some of the com-
panies and their contracts. Litton
Systems, Canadian Marconi Ltd..
Valcartier Industries Ltd., and
United Aircraft of Canada were
some named along with Dow.
The main concern voiced by
co-operative students seemed to
centre on the chance that the
demonstration would hurt their
job prospects and that the de-
monstration would give the uni-
versity a bad name.
At one point in the protest
some co-op students wanted to
just charge in and "rip the signs
up", but cooler heads prevailed.
Organizers of the protest were
mostly members of SDU, a new-
ly formed group on campus.
Most students were too busy go-
ing to and from classess to pay
much attention to the protest.
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=RECORDS =.
Popular, Classical,
Jazz, Folk, etc.
(Special orders given
prompt attention)
STUDENT DISCOUNT ON
LPs 15% OFF LIST PRICE
George Kadwell Ltd.
Waterloo Square, 744-3712
Fairview Park, 742-1831
FAMOUS FOR CHINESE FOOD AND AMERICAN CUISINE
Licensed Under LCBO Recently Renovated
Take Out Orders and Reservations
Phone: 742-4488, 742-4489
Corner Weber and Bridgeport Road
"Coffee
and
spaghetti
house"
32 KING STREET SOUTH
{3rd floor) 744-2911.
Entertainment
6 Nights A Week
Featuring:
Terry Wilkinson
Tonight Fri., Nov. 17
Sat., Nov. 18
Sun. Nov. 19
Joe Hall
Tues., Nov. 21
Wed. Nov. 22
Thurs., Nov. 23
CAC lecture series
Explorer Condemns Colonialism
Jean-Pierre Hallet, explorer,
author, and sociologist, inaugur-
ated this year's University Lec-
ture Series with a three hour
dissertation on Nationalism and
Tribalism in Africa Today.
To a pitiably small turnout,
the bearded Belgian imparted his
.philosophies of Africa, Western
Civilization, Motherhood, Reli-
gion, and everything in between.
"Colonialism was wrong!" he
thundered. But the spectacle of
the African peoples being ex-
ploited by their own leaders is
a great deal worse. For instance,
all the time Kwame Nkrumah of
Ghana was being trumpeted as
the saviour of his people, he
was diverting $13 million of
American aid to Swiss banks for
his retirement.
Hallet hit out at Western civil-
ization's attempts to squeeze the
African peoples into a Western
cultural mould.
"What benefit will you have
given them when they have Crest
toothpaste? They haven't had a
cavily in 2,000 years."
Hallet further stated that "the
pygmies are remarkable people.
They talk little, mean much, and
communicate a great deal. They
don't kill one another. They feel
it is better to have a long life
as a lion, than a short one as
a chicken. That's a concept far
superior to Johnson's Great So-
ciety."
The 6' 5" Belgian spent twelve
years living with the Mesai and
Pygmy tribes, yet had some kind
woirds for Rhodesia and South
Africa.
"Those who say the whites
should give the countries back
to the Africans and return to
Europe are wrong. Unless, of
course, they are willing to apply
the same argument to the Ameri-
cans and Canadians with respect
to the Indian."
Hallet condemned Western so-
ciety for debasing motherhood.
"Women today are exchanging
their God-given privileges as
wives and mothers for grossly
inferior pieces of junk such as
typewriters and sewing machines.
Civilized women could better
prove her womanhood by being
a woman.**
In spite of an enthusiastic en-
dorsement of Albert Schweitzer,
Hallet condemned most mission-
ary activity.
"In the Congo, they did more
harm than good," he said.
"The Roman Catholic Church
built the school systems to pro-
duce priests and nuns, not lead-
ers of the people or better-train-
Ed workers. The system actually
trained the Africans to think of
trades, and manual labor as de-
grading. The real tragedy is that
85% of those who exploit the
Congolese today are drop-outs
from these Seminaries."
Dick Taylor, Public Relations
Director for the University re-
commended a vast publicity cam-
paign withim the Twin Cities to
ensure a better attendance at the
next University lecture.
photo by Moore
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BRIDGE SPORTS SHOP
96 UNION ST. E.
WATERLOO, ONT.
Victoriaville and Sherbrooke hockey sticks,
Cooper Weeks and Spalding gloves, sweaters
by Unique, Cresting done on the premises.
Skates sharpened.
SPECIAL GROUP PRICES
Call Paul or Red — 743-4272_____________
SKI! SKI! SKI!
Monday Night November 20th
at Kitchener Collegiate Auditorium
8:00 p.m. sharp
Hans Gmoser Skis the Selkirk Mountains
in B.C. -- 90 minutes of skiing in colour!
$1.00 For Students With I.D. Card
College Sports (Kitchener) Ltd
38 Queen St. South
Kitchener
Waterloo IGA
HEJNZ
Ketchup
„ oz. Bottle
19c
Minute Breakfast
All Flavors
69c
SWIFT
Frozen Dinner
59c
' T) CLUB
Presents
THE BOAR'S HEAD DINNER
DECEMBER 11 - TA
keep this date open
MORE INFO. IN LATER CORD ISSUES
CLEARVIEW AUTO WASH LTD.
205 WEBER ST. NORTH
(Opposite P.U.C. Building)
Phone 745-6311
SAVE
on your car washes when you purchase
Shell gasoline at your convenient gas bars.
WITH THE PURCHASE OF
15 gals, wash & wax cost only 50c
12 gals, wash & wax cost only 75c
9 gals wash & wax cost only 1.00
Free Car Wash and Wax With 30 Units
CAR WASH WITHOUT GAS
Mon. - Thurs. 1.25
Fri. - Sun. 1.50
OPEN
Mon. - Sat. 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sundays 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. (Winter Ojily)
To whom it may concern:
1
| with love from |
1 Of Koot
■
and
The Plum Tree Too
Waterloo Hotel
18 ALBERT ST.
WATERLOO
Suitcase college
Where do all the students go?
by Elizabeth Massiah
It's Friday noon and the cafe-
teria is deserted. Half the student
foody has packed its baigs and
gone home.
Why?
What is lacking here at Water-
loo Lutheran? We are known for
a swinging social life and excel-
lent schiool spirit, yet we are also
known as a suitcase college.
Obviously Dhds swinging social
fife is enjoyed by a minority.
How many CORD readers have
had a great social life in the last
week? How many have found
tfieir social life to be sMghitly
lacking?
Chances are great that those
who are laving on-carnptis have
found at was definitely lacking.
An East Hall don reports that
many weekends there are only
three out of eighteen boys left
on his floor. On any weekend at
least one third of the girls are
gone from Women's Residence.
Several of the dons from W.R.,
when asked said that approxi-
mately fifty per cent of the wo-
men go home frequently.
Perhaps seven out of ten go
home to visit a boy-friend or girl-
friend. Some people have steady
week-end jobs at home, some go
home to participate in special in-
terests such as flying or sailing.
Some find that they can only tol-
erate the cafeteria for five con-
secutive days only and go home
for their mother's cooking. The
men go home to get their laun-
dry done, the women to do their
sewing.
A few reported that they find
the home atmosphere more con-
ducive to study and go home for
this reason; more reported that
they go ftieime to escape their
books.
Students wlho find it difficult to
adjust, eithier academically or
socially, tend to go home most
frequently. One girl stated that
"If I am going to be dateless on
Saturday might, I would rather
be at home with my parents, than
alone in residence."
One of the First year men in
West Hall said that he prefers to
go home, where he can impress
the high school girls, naither than
remain on campus and take a
chance on being ignored fey the
girls here.
It does not seem to matter what
activities are. taking place on
caimipus: most people who go
home, especially those who do so
wdith any regularity, stated that
they are not lured into remaining
on campus by any special forms
of entertainment.
Suirpmisingily, some students do
not realize that they can do the
same things on campus as they
can at home. When asked what
she did on weekends ait home,
more than one girl replied that
she either went to a movie or
to a dance, both of which are
avaiiteble here on a campus.
Often, people said that they go
home on week-ends because there
jis no one left here so liberie is
nothing to do.
Why won't they stay here so
that there will be someone here?
The people who complain that
there is nothing to do here on
weekends are the ones who never
stay to find out. Some people were
surprised to find that the same
type of. things are going on here
at WUC as at home.
Some refuse to attend concerts
because they can't sit in one
place for two hours; others com-
plain that if you don't like animal
dances or movies there is noth-
ing left on campus.
Afraid of being shot down
Many Freshmen go home to
take out high school girls. One
Frosh said, "The girls here at
WUC have a Victorian attitude
towards sex. I go home to take
out the high school girls who are
much looser and freer." He'con-
tinued, "I can have any high-
school girl that I want, at home,
justbecause I'm a university stu-
dent. But here with approximate-
ly three guys to every girt, I'm
atraid of being shot down."
Many students seem to find it
bard to make friends here. To
quote Lester, a second-year Busi-
ness student, "Everyone wants
to meet people, but nobody is
willing to take the first step. This
seems to be a problem that is
more prevalent this year than
previously."
Some people seem to feel that
WUC lacks the proper facilities
to really encourage meeting
people. Because of the fairly
high boy - girl ratio, many boysare afraid to approach girls for
fear of rejection by the choosy
females.
The men feel that the girls
here can be extremely particular
in their choice of male company.
They claim that it is mot possi-
ble to approach a lone girl in the
Torque Room unless you know
her, since she will think you are
trying to pick her up.
Afraid of being pick-ups
The girts say that if they go
into the Torque Room by them-
selves, they feel like pick-ups.
Downstairs in the SUB is con-
sidered strictly male territory.
A large number of students
have suggested the same solution,
or partial solution to the prob-
lem.
They want another, informal
Student Lounge, open twenty-four
hours a day. It should have a lot
of comfortable chairs, television,
radio, a record player and ciga-
rette and pop machines.
These thoughtful students feel
that the SUB lounge is strictly
for studying and that the SUB
basement has an uninviting at-
mosphere. Supposedly, this ad-
ditional lounge would provide a
gathering-place for lonely, friend-
less students.
Here, they would be able to
watch football and hockey games,
watch special television pro-
grams, play records, dance and;
just feel free to get acquainted:
in a relaxed atmosphere. These
people emphasiaed the fact that
this lounge must be open twenty-
four hours a day, seven days a
week.
Tile theory sems to be that it is
easier to get acquainted while
watching a foot-ball game than
in classes or in the Torque
Room. If people get acquainted,
they will want to stay here with
their new Mends, rather than go
home to their old ones.
Waterloo Lutheran will mo long-
er be a suit-case college and the
cafeteria will no longer be d©»
serted by Friday noon.
The social whirl!
Anybody in there?
How about it? eh?
Wild ski weekends!
What to do?
Decisions, decisions
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at the flicks by Vic Slater
Canada, and especially Ontario,
is the most culturally deprived
place on the earth. This is not
because we don't have the talent
or the ability or the money. It
comes only from the fact that
people are more interested in
money than character and art, or
for that matter, anything. We
domU even have a movie industry
of our own.
To those who did not wish to
go to last week's concert by Les
Chansonniers I can only say that
your extremely bad taste is only
surpassed by your- ability to make
a complete waste of your time
and money.
Mr. Harrisom's "apathy" in
last week's Forum is nothing
more than the babblings of the
bourgeois rationalizing their use-
lessness. It only tends to confirm
my belief that the majority of
man is a plague upon the earth,
creatures whose only purpose is
to exterminate everything and
consume toilet paper.
As for the pacifier to let three
The Taming of the Shrew
students sit on the Cultural Af-
fairs Commitee, I can only say
BIIIIG DEEEEAL! ! ! Isn't it
great that they're finally going
to let us decide what we like.
To those few people, then, who
are able to read and the even
lesser percentage Who may care
to examine the ideas of this most
humble reviewer, let's kcp a boo
at The Taming of the Shrew.
In this picture Elizabeth Tay-
lor plays the bitchy daughter of
a Renaissance Italy nobleman
and Richard Burton plays the only
man in Italy capable of grossing
her out enough to claim her as
his bride.
In much the same vein as Tom
Jones, this picture has the ad-
ditional qualities of the best ac-
tor and actress in the industry.
Richard Burton has more acting
ability in one acne scar than any
other Hollywood ham could ever
pray for. Elizabeth Taylor com-
bines an equal acting ability with
the physical features of a god-
dess. Together they make this
ribald Shakespearean classic
more entertaining than a free
pass in a cat house.
The picture itself has been
photographed in such a way that
it has the texture and colour ol
a Renaissance painting. The cos-
tuming is beautifully appropriate
to the age and looks weighty and
stuffy enough to contrast with
the character of the players.
To tame the Shrew, Burton uses
basic conditioning principles; that
is, he rewards the behaviour he
wants and withhoklis reinforce-
ment from those he wishes to ex-
tinguish. What he wants and
eventually achieves in her- is not
slavish obedience but someone
who is on his side, a supporter.
Whatever a woman has, if she
does not give this to her hus-
band, she is a prostitute and a
parasite.
Those of you who missed War-
rendale: be sure to catch it when
it comes to the Lyric Theatre on
November 23. I'll have more to
say about this excellent movie
later.
on the shelf by Jim McDonald
In the preface Dr. Berne states
that this book is so amazingly
popular because people have re-
cognized their own actions and
reactions in the games he de-
scribes.
Unfortunately the games are
played by the psychologically dis-
turbed. Possibly this may be
clarified by a word from the au-
thor.
He says: "Transactional game
analysis deals with games which
are un-rational, or even irration-
al, and hence more real."
Dr. Berne doesn't leave it at
that. He makes his position even
clearer. Alternatives to the games
are given, but then he confesses
that "perhaps they (people) are
better off as they are, seeking
their solutions in popular tech-
niques of social action such as
' togetherness.' This may meanthat there is no hope for the
human race but there is hope for
individual members of it."
Very optimistic. Irrationl peo-
ple are more real than rational
people so let's keep it like that.
We are all doomed anyway. Sur-
prisingly, he does imply that
there actually are rational peo-
ple, but by following his ideas
you can be assured that there
soon won't be.
Dr. Berne presents his work
in a form acceptable to the lay-
man but it is noticeably lacking
as a true scientific work.
Definitions, the basis of clari-
ty, are very poorly done. Some
are adequate but many are ab-
scure or ommitted. He makes no
Games People Play-by Eric Berne, M.D
attempt to define such nebulous
terms as feelings, instincts, and
intuition. Defining the title of
one game he offers this ludicrous
statement: "The female counter-
part of "Cavalier" may be con-
veniently be called "Blarney"
since it is often played by gal-
lant Irish ladies in their sunset
years." This is mockery of sci-
entific investigation.
Some of the observations he
makes during the book are no
less startling. Most people (or
maybe all) always have to play-
games. So-called 'cured' alcohol-
ics drink again because they feel
a lack of excitement.
One of the best ways to treat
a mental patient is by having
his illness diagnosed by other
patients.
A man destroying himself by
being an altruistic 'good Joe'
should be encouraged because he
is beneficial to others.
As the foundation of his work.
Dr. Berne accepts the usual Freu-
dian psychoanalytic assertion:
"There are sexual instincts."
Many of the games, he thinks,
are perversions of the sexual in-
stincts played to exploit or fight
off sexual impulses.
Some of these inescapable, in-
nate instincts, common to all
men, are masochism, sadism,
and fetishism which supposedly
result in games such as "Cops
and robbers" and "Wooden Leg."
This theory of instinctual ra-
ther than acquired perversion has
never been proven and actually
halts much needed scientific in-
quiry. When something cannot
be fully explained, as perversion
couldn't in Freud's time, it is
usually tagged with the term "in-
stinct."
Dr. Berne is a perceptive man
and he does describe games that
people play.
But if you read this book, keep
in mind what he says in the in-
troduction as a clue to what is
really being established. "After
the period of close intimacy with
the mother is over, the individ-
ual for the rest of his life is
confronted with a dilemma upon
whose horns his destiny and sur-
vival are continually being tos-
sed."
If for one second you think
that your life is being tossed
about and you are moving to-
wards an unavoidable fate, then
you are lost.
* •■.■ *At this time I wish to acknow-
ledge my deep wri!ing debt to
New York book reviewer Barb-
ara Brandon.
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SUNDAY
MOVIE
The L-Shaped
Room
Leslie Caron
Tom Bell
IEI
8:00 p.m.
November 19
SENIORS!
Help Us to help YOU.
We need eight or ten Senior students who are •
planning to graduate this, spring for a Project
Development Committee, which would attempt
to set-up a worthwhile and generally accept-
able project for the Graduating Class of 1967-
-68 to pledge toward. Because of the vast
amount of sampling to be done, we must have
help. The greater the variety of faculties re-
presented on this committee, the greater the
chance of the project being acceptable to the
whole Graduating Class of 1967-1968.
If you are interested, contact:
Herb Spence
Dan Oakes
Eileen Falconer
— or —
Leave a note in the Senior Class mailbox with
your name, address and telephone number
on it.
YJESSOP'S cSSsI(
M KITCHENER /WATERLOO LIMITED %
Kitchener Ontario & Duke Sis.
Waterloo Waterloo Square
I,M,TED
B*BB i% kyU ENGAGEMENT
(ONE WEEK) -- Starting Nov. 23rd
The Cannes Prize-Winner they dare not show on TV.
PLAYERS' GUILD PRESENTS
DEATH OF A SALESMAN
Tonight & Tomorrow
Night
TA, 8:30
Admission $1.50
———W 111 I ~W ||| I ■■!■>—■ II lll'Sj
FINAI NORTH AMERICAN APPEARANCE
/AbbeyTaverm
I Singers 1
\ SUNDAY, NOV. 19 /\ 2:30 P.M. /
Advance Tickets on Sale at Auditorium, Forwell s
King St. North, Waterloo, HiWay Market.
Adults 2.50 Students $2.00 Children $1.25
At the door Adults 3.00 Students 2.50 Children 1.50
Death of a Salesman
Players meet difficult challenge
by Vic Slater
The Player's Guild's first pro-
duction of the year is a line
promise of things to come. 'Their
production of Death of a Sales-
man demonstrates the wealth of
talent that is available on this
campus.
Anyone who has either read
or seen Death of a Salesman will
know that an excellent comment-
ary it is on life under Capitalism.
Willy Loman (lain Richmond) is
a decrepit old salesman, still try-
ing to peddle the wares of a
company that no longer cares
about him after a lifetime of
service. He regresses into the
fantasy life that brings him some
peace of mind, escaping from a
real world that has brought him
nothing but broken fan belts on
an old refrigerator and a 35 year
old son, Biff (Ohris Mcc) who is
still trying to iind himself.
Willy's whole life has been
concerned with making money.
Yet, fate has not seen fit to give
him any. Even at the age of 60
he still thinks that he can be
a' success because people like
him. But even this is fantasy, for
he doesn't even like himself, he
is a total failure in a society that
gives no quarter.
Hap Loman (Terry Farrant) is
Willy's youngest son. He too, is
trying to be a success in the
business world. But we see from
what he says that even if he did
achieve business success, his
world, his life, his heart would
have made an empty conquest.
What he wants most of all is to
have the pirls in the tvpin? pool
say, "Good Morning, Mr. Loman".
He really wants to run away with
Biff, and make a more mean-
ingful life, a life of fresh air and
rewarding physical labour with
the fraternal relationship de-
pending, but he is hung up on
the stupid, useless job that he
has. He cannot escape from the
cement world of New York
where even carrots die in the
ground.
Biff as a younger boy show-
ed great promise as an athlete,
but he flunked hi.ffh school be-
cause he would not study and
never made it to college. He took
off soon after that and spent the
time wandering aimlessly around
trying to find some meaning in
his lite. But we have little sym-
pathy for him for he can't even
succeed at being a wanderer.
Linda Loman (Claire Winyard)
is Willy's wife. Once a beauti-
ful and happy young mother, she
is now beside herself trying to
figure out the mess that has
come of a life that showed pro-
mise. She tries to comfort Willy
for she loves him deeply, but he
is so fair into his psychosis that
there is no return to reality.
There is no comfort left for him
except in death.
lain's performance as Willy is
exceptional. He portrays the spir-
it of Willy with an almost dis-
turbing empathy. His perform-
ance is even better tha.n that of
Lee J. Cobb in last spring's CBS
special.
However Terry and Chris'
parts should be reversed. This
is not because of any compari-
son of their acting abilities but
because Chris just doesn't fit the
part of an older brother of Ter-
ry's. I was very surprised when
Chris started speaking the lines
of Biff Loman. Chris just fails
to come on strong as a person
caught up in an existential pro-
blem, and he certainly doesn't
look like a former athlete.
Everybody, and especially Busi-
ness students should be familiar
with the moral of the story of
Willy Loman. In our society it is
very easy to fall into the same
pit, and it is only by under-
standing the problems that we
will face out there that we have
any chance of making our lives
-worthwhile and satisfying. Willy
takes suicide. We- take medio-
crity. Which is better?
Death of a Salesman is one of
the few pieces of literature that
has affected my outlook on life
profoundly. It showed me that
life cannot be taken for granted,
that we cannot fulfill our dreams
without realizing that that is all
they are.
Only the darkness of cynicism
can be illuminated.
Photo by Thompson
Chris Mcc (Biff) tries in vain- to comfort Claire
Winyard (Mrs. Loman).
Photo by Thompson
lain Richmond expresses the Agony of Willy Loman
Claire Winyard, Terry Farrant and Chris Mcc portray the members of Willy's
defeated family.
fnoxo oy lno^vsvn
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Announcement
to
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
The Northern Miner, the foremost authority
on Canada's mining industry, now extends to
studerrfs a special yearly subscription rate.
This weekly mining newspaper published con- .
tinuously since 1915 has the largest mining
circulation in the world. It is a valuable
source of information for those engaged in,
investing in or selling to the mining industry
of Canada.
Start reading The Northern Miner each week \— become acquainted with what's happen-
ing, as it happens, in Canada's fast changing,
ever expanding mining industry.
Take advantage of this special student offer.
Complete the coupon below and mail it today.
flUiner*
Canada's National Mining Newspaper
77 RIVER STREET — TORONTO 2, ONTARIO
Please send me one year's subscription to The
Northern Miner at the student subscription rate of
$5.00. Remittance enclosed.
Name __. . ,
Addrps* ,
City : Zone Province .
School Attending . .
Faculty Year of Graduation , .
Hawks tiein pre-season opener
by Brian Crawford
University of Guelph Redimen
Scored with 22 seconds remaining
in the third period to gain a 3-3
tie with visiting Waterloo Luther-
an Golden Hawks in Hockey ac-
tion on Monday night.
It was the first pre-season
for the Hawks who opened
the season- at Osgoode Hall on
Thursday afternoon.
The Hawks looked like they
were going to run the Redman out
Of the arena at first.
Rairry Irwin scored the first
Hawk goal at the three-minute
mark with a blistering siapshot
from the blue line. Minutes later
Bob Seager on a pass from "Pea-
nuts" O'Flaherty made it 2-0 for
the Hawks. Only some shanip
jgoaJitendiing by Horton of Guelph
kept the Hawks from doubling
idheiir total.
In the second period the Red-
men began to get untraeked and
finally Cummins beat Ken Payne
who played a very strong game
in (he Hawk net. This was ail
Guelph could manage however
and the score was 2-1 alter 40
minutes.
The Hawks wasted no time iin
the third period as "Germs" Ir-
win scored his second goal at
4:31. this time on passes from
Frank Hoyles and Ga'nry James.
Guelph was not to be outdone
however and from here on kept
pressure on the Hawks.
FierheMer from Hamma aired
Forbes made it 3-2 with a close-in
shot at 12:17 and less than a
minute to go in the third period,
Guelph benched their goalie in
favour of am extra forward. The
Redimen were buzzing around the
Hawk net trying for the equalizer
and finally Rickard, who was left
uncovered in front of the net beat
Don Raibcoek with a hard shot to
make it 3-3.
Coach Maki, who wasn't satis-
fied with the tie, felt that the
Hawks we're not skating and hat-
ting as well as they can but
thinks they should be ready for
Osgoode Hall on Thursday.
The Hawks will play host to
the University ot Windsor Lan-
cers next Wednesday night at the
Kitchener Memorial Auditorium.
The Lancers have nearly the
same team as last year when
they gave the Hawks plenty of
trouble. Hawk manager Jim
Brady says that Windsor is big
and fast, but predicts a win for
the Hawks.
Reime'inher, game time is 8 p.m.
next Wednesday at the Kitoheaes:
Auditorium.
Hawks host hockey meet
Waterloo Lutheran University
Golden Hawks and the Univers-
ity of Waterloo Warrior hockey
teams will be host of the second
Dominion Life Hockey Tourna-
ment, December 1 and 2 at the
Waterloo Arena.
Visiting teams in the four
team tourney include Lake Su-
perior State College from Sault
Ste. Marie, Michigan, Carleton
Univeirsiity from Ottawa, the
Hawks and "the Warriors.
The tournament was last held
two years ago when Sir George
Williams University won the
tourney.
In the opening game of the
series on the Friday Night, the
Warriors play Lake Superior
State College at 6:30 followed by
the. Carleton-Waterloo Lutheran
game at nine.
On Saturday the consolation
game will have the losers of the
Friday game playing off at 6:30
and at 9:00 the final game with
the winners of the first round
games.
Lake Superior State College
"Soo Lakers" are members of the
five team International Colleg-
iate Hockey Association, which
is affiliated with the National
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics.
The Carleton University "Ra-
vens" are members of the Ottawa-
St. Lawrence Athletic Associa-
tion.
Both the "Warriors" and the
"Hawks" finished second in their
respective leagues last season.
The Warriors are members of the
Ontario-Quebec Athletic Associ-
ation while the Hawks play in
the Ontario Intercollegiate Ath-
letic Association conference.
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Tonight, go home
and read "Death of a Salesman!'
If it appalls you
you'll enjoy the life of an agent.
Isn't a life insurance agent a salesman? you get offered both. Can we prove our
Certainly! But the very nature ofthe service proposition? We know we can. Give us
he sells demands a positive, socially- the opportunity. Write E. A. Palk, Vice-
conscious approach to the people he deals President and Director of Agencies at our
with. Life as a Great-West agent offers you Head Office in Winnipeg. Or watch for the
the rewards of both money and personal visit of our representative to your campus,
fulfilment. Some jobs offer you the one. ILIfC
Some jobsoffer you the other. It's not often assurance company G~sra HEAD OFFICE WINNIPE s
■ ■
:-'--:v. yU
'H
We'll be interviewing on your campus on November 24th.
Por an appointment, see your student placement officer.
Barron's Men's
Wear Ltd.
"REMINDER"
Still Featuring
UMBRELLAS
BARRON'S MEN'S
WEAR LTD.
34 King South
Waterloo, Ontario
WIU
JUDO
Every Wednesday
7:30 p.m.
KARATE
Every Tuesday
7:30 p.m.
Willison Hall
McMaster league champs
Last league games of the year
The University of Ottawa Gee-
Gees finished the season in sole
possession of second pteee as ttaey
defeated the Waterloo Warriors
15-7 in Ottawa. The single ble-
mish on their record was the
35-15 loss to McMaster in the
opening game of the season.
Ottawa's touchdowns were scor-
ed by Ted Evanetz on a 75 yard
run off a quick snap, and Ray
Kaake on a 30 yard pass into
the end-zone by quarterback Don
Lewicki. Pete Guindon kicked
both converts.
Waterloo got its only marker
on a third and Yz yard situation
on the Ottawa 13 in the second
quarter. Quarterback Bob Mc-
Killop surprised everyone by pas-
sing to Walt Findem who was
alone in the end-zone.
Waterloo was within the Ot-
tawa 10 yard line three times
but failed to score. Penalties
killed two of these opportunities,
and accute play by the Gee-Gee
defense stopping a roll-out by
McKillop ended the other.
There were many fumbles in
the contest, and McKillop had
three passes intercepted.
The Carleton Ravens finished
the season with a 5-2 record and
third place as they downed the
MsucdonaM Clansmen 22-8.
Macdionald took charge of the
game initially, building up an
8-0 lead on a TD by Winston
Ingles and a rouge.
In the second quarter, the Ra-
vens marched the length of the
field in 3 plays and scored on a
touchdown pass from Al Moris-
sette to Kent Darraign from t!he
15 yard line. The convert missed.
Carleton tied up the game in
the second half on a rouge. Two
Raven touchdowns completed the
scoring — one on an off-tackleplunge by Guy Lamourie and
the other on a pass to Dan Mc-
Carthy converted both touch-
downs.
In other league play, RMC de-
feated the Loyola Warriors 53-0.
The Warriors thus end the sea-
son winless, and their champion-
ship seasons of a few years ago
are now just a memory.
This week CCIFC champion
McMaster Marauders meet the
Bluenose Conference (MIAA)
champion St. Francis Xvier X-
Men in the Atlantic Bowl in Hali-
fax. The winner will meet
WCIAA champion University of
Alberta Golden Bears in the an-
nual College Bowl in Toronto
on November 25.
CCIFC standings
As I See It
by Rich Danziger Sports Editor
I am just wracked with guilt this week. After spend-
ing the last two months telling everyone to go to Hawk"
games, I sat in a nice warm basement last weekend
drinking essence of Molsons and watched the Hawks
on TV.
Somehow, I just couldn't work up the enthusiasm to
go sit in the rain for another game. This season has
had to be positively the wettest fall on record. The
Hawks have waded in mud from Ottawa to Laurentian
and are apparently trying to find some halfbacks with
webbed feet for next season.
Coach Dave Knight stated that this season was the
woi'st for weather and poor fields that he has seen in
his career as a coach. Sloppy fields hurt the Hawk's run-
nig game which depended on speed and quickness. The
mud-fields reduced the running game to a crawl and
hurt the timing in the backfield.
A lot of fans are probably disappionted in the Hawk's
4-3 record. Remembering that this was a rebuilding
year the Hawks did relatively well. Inexperience at key
positions hurt the Hawks' chances but it had to be ex-
pected.
Next year looks rosy for Coach Dave Knight. With'
very few losses through graduation the Hawks will
have depth and experience at all positions. The QB post
will be open but Terry Harvey, Jim Mclntyre and Paul
Grey have the potential to do the job.
John Kruspe and Dougie Strong will lead an excellent
group of runners that should be the best in the league.
The Marauders put out enough effort to dump the
Hawks 18-0 last weekend. The Marauders didn't look
especially impressive but the field conditions could have
been a big factor. <
The Marauders now go to Halifax to meet St. Francis
Xavier. The X-men are as strong as ever. Many Hawk
boosters will remember the 40-14 clubbing the Hawks
took from the X-men in last year's College Bowl. Well
the same team returns almost intact.
Incidently, when we played the X-men last year their
first string QB, Dick Pandolfo, was injured. This year
Pandolfo has been made into halfback and Terry Dolan
remains at QB. The running game is headed by Paul
Brule, who is probably the best college back in Canada.
Brule has drawn serious glances from the Dallas Cow-
boys, which is indicative of his ability.
The Marauders will have their hands full against the
X-men. It should be a good game but the X-men are
probably a physically tougher team than the Marauders.
The X-men should prevail in a hard-fought game and
win by ten points or better.
Alberta, the Western champions, and already in the
College Bowl, dropped Mac 11-1 earlier this season but
McMaster is a better team now. The X-men look like
they should win their second straight College Bowl title.
Girls' Athletic Schedule
November 14 at University of Waterloo
Volleyball—6:3o p.m.
Basketball—B:oo p.m.
November 17 at York University
Volleyball—6:3o p.m.
Basketball—B:oo p.m.
November 18 at Ryerson Polytechnical Institute
Volleyball—9:00 a.m.
Basketball—ll:oo a.m.
November 24 at University of Windsor
Volleyball—6:3o p.m.
November 25 at University of Windsor
Basketball—9:00 a.m.
November 30 Home, University of Waterloo
Volleyball—6:3o p.m.
Basketball—B:oo p.m.
December 1 and 2 Home Sports Day, Windsor,
McMaster, Waterloo, Guelph,
Waterloo Lutheran
Volleyball, Badminton, Basketball
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played won lost pts. for agst.
McMaster 7 7 0 14 249 24
Ottawa 7 6 1 12 233 62
Carleton 7 5 2 10 163 101
Waterloo Lutheran ..7 4 3 8 155 63
Waterloo 7 4 3 8 189 69
RMC 7 4 3 8 202 134
Guelph 7 3 4 6 149 106
MacDonald 7 3 4 6 88 121
Montreal 7 3 4 6 100 145
Bishop's 7 3 4 6 41 160
Loyola 7 0 7 0 14 111
Laurentian 7 0 7 0 10 402
ROLLER SKATING
EVERY NIGHT ~ 8-11 P.M.
Instructions — Monday 7 - 8:30 P.M.Live Bands — Tues., Fri., Sat. and Sunday nights
SKATE - DANCE — SATURDAY NIGHT8 - 12 P.M.To Popular Rock & Roll Bands
BINGEMAN PARK
Victoria St. N. Kitchener
1968 Graduates
Arts and Business Administration
MANAGEMENT
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
Unusual positions for graduates with
Management Duties NOW! — Interesting and challenging workOrganized Training — Good Salary
THE PROGRAMME
Orientation Phase (one month)• Two weeks in Branch office to become familiar with the Company,the industry, products and marketing method.• Two weeks at Head Office to become familiar with recruitingprocess.
Training Phase (six months)• Assisting Branch Manager in selection of new sales representatives.• Intensive training programme on life insurance.• Identification and development of markets.
Management Development Phases• During this period the programme will develop you into a BranchManager or Home Office Executive.• The time spent in any particular phase will depend on your ability.
(NOTE — This is a salaried position.)(Outline in brochure available from Student Placement Office.)
LOCATION
Branch Offices in all major cities in Canada.
Head Office in Toronto, Ontario
j .f£y NOV. 28
ftZ''« Oi:'c"'F' IMPERIAL UFE
t Wr. ~,: ::M:..::. ,M:. .. '".'/"■ '" . _———--________________________————————-—————________________________________________
University Billiard
Academy
Corner University and
King
LADIES WELCOME
Confectionery - TV
Open Daily 8 to Midnight
Sunday lfl till Midnight
FORWELL
SUPER VARIETY
You Need It
They've Got It
corner King &
University
•■
__________________
Final game of the season
McMaster shuts out Hawks 18-0
by John Addison
It was a familiar sight Satur-
day as the Hawks took on the
McMaster Marauders in the final
game of the season.
John Watson was running like
there was no tomorrow; carry-
ing over, under and around the
opposition fifteen times for a
total of ninety-seven yards. Tom
Allen was punting the ball con-
sis'teinitly well to keep his col-
leagues out of the trouble they
seldom found themselves in.
The only difference from past
years was that Allen and Watson,
along with seven other ex-Hawk
first - stringers were playing for
McMaster. It is doubtful whether
Coach Knight could nurture up
any nostalgic feelings for the
boys he trained and won with —
th-y came back and really rubbed
the Hawks down.
To be fair, the game was closer
than the score would indicate.
The Waterloo offence was lamen-
table but the defence kept the
score if not respectable, at least
not disgraceful.
Once in the third quarter and
again in the fourth McMaster was
first and goal to go from the
H?wk five yard line. Both times
the defence showed they've been
listening to what Lockhart has
been teaching them and Mac was
held scoreless.
Ih the first quarter, the Water-
lio" offence, gaye some indication
of' how they were going to per-
form when they fumbled the ball
the first time they laid hands on
it. Mac played the first quarter
like they didn't want to get their
uniforms dirty and the quarter
ended in a Mexican standoff.
McMaster's lackadaisical effort
versus Waterloo's inept perfor-
mance in this quarter was broken
only by Bob McGregor of Water-
loo who gave the fans their only
real excitement.
' McGregor caught Krawczyk ofMcMaster going up for a pass.Krawczyk performed the neatest
half-gainer ever seen outside a
swimming pool.
In the second quarter, Mac
woke up to the fact that they
would like to finish the season
undefeated and at the three-min-
ute mark, Allen boomed a punt
into the end-zone for a single.
After an exchange of punts, Mac
put on the pressure and found
themselves on the Waterloo
thirty - seven. Two plays later
Waring went over for the major,
McQueen converted it and that
was it for the first half.
One would expect that the
Hawks would come storming out
in the next half fired with the
urge to hand Mac their first de-
feat and desirous of keeping
th mselves from going lower on
the national charts.
However, such was not the
case. Whatever coach Knight said
to them at half-time, he obviously
left out the part about not fumb-
ling the ball.
On the second play of Hie hailif,
McKay fumbled and the Hawks
defence had a chance to show
how good they were by coming
through with a perfect goal-line
wall which Mac obligingly enough
ran into but not through.
With the exchange of the ball
Waterloo insisted on running two
plays straight up the centre
which netted them all of four
yards.
In order to keep the ball Mc-
Kay stepped into the end zone
on the next play and conceded a
safety touch. Hamilton 10, Water-
loo 0. They might as well have
kicked though, for they couldn't
get untracked and Forbes of
Waterloo along with Allen of Mac
were called upon to work a little
longer in the quarter. Allen was
getting 37 yards to the punt while
Forbes was getting slightly more
than 30.
The fourth quarter ran like a
summer re-run of the first three
quarters. Midway through the
quarter, Hawks put up another
brick wall and Mac couldn't score
in three plays from the five. It
was all in vain though, for four
minutes later, Mac had another
chamce and Hands-on ran over for
the final Mac touchdown. Just
so they could say they had tried
everything, McQueen fielded a
bad snap on the convert attempt
and threw a blooper pass to
Handson for a two point convert.
Part of the team did play well
and if they had received a few
of the breaks, Mac's score would
have been lower. But, you can't
win games unless you score your-
self and the Hawks have been
blanked two s'-aight times. This
is unnatural for a team showing
such offensive strength at the
beginning of the season. An in-
side running game is fine and
necessary but it must be co-or-
dinated with an outside running
game and at least an average
passing attack.
Hawk punting, the' hidden as-
pect of a successful offense, is
also woefully weak but it's the
old story of having to go with
available talent.
I was going to ask assistant
coach Lockhart about the pros-
pects for next years team, but
nothing looks more formidable
for questioning than a soaking
wet, frozen Texan who has just
lost a football game, so the scout-
ing report will have to wait.
Scoring: Ist, none; 2nd Mac
Allen 1, Mac Waring 6, Mac Mc-
Queen 1; 3rd Mac Safety 2; 4th
Mac Handson 6, Mac Handson 2.
First Downs: Waterloo 9, Mac
16.
Yards Gained Passing: Water-
loo McKay 1 out of 7 for 10 yds.
Mac 5 out of 14 for 55 yds.
Yards Gained Ground: Water-
loo 123 yds. Mac 164 yds.
Fumbles: Waterloo 3.
The last hurrah
McMaster receiver catching pass in Hawk secondary.
Photo by Glandfield
John Watson, McMaster University fullback being held for a short gain on an
end sweep.
Photo by Glandfield
AH the huddles were not on the field
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BERKLEY TAVERN
SMORGASBORD
1405 King E. Kitchener
NOON ... $2,00
EVENING $3.00
WEEKEND (Noon) • $2.25NIGHTLY After 9 P.M $1.25
BANQUET ROOMS AVAILABLE
~~——————————_———____________,__________«—_>——
